[Comparative study of nucleosome particles in chromatin from normal and tumor cells. II. Reconstitution, compaction and association induced by ionic strength of a solution].
The method of circular dichroism (CD) has been used to investigate the reconstitution of mononucleosomes from C3HA mice liver and ascitic hepatoma 22A cells chromatin. It has been revealed that the more unfolding state of DNA in ascitic nucleosomes (discovered earlier) is determined by the peculiarities of the interactions between DNA and the dimers H2A-H2B, as well as by the linker histones of the H1 group. The investigation of the DNA folding in the oligonucleosome chains with increasing ionic strength has shown complete invariability of the DNA compactness in the ascitic chromatin up to 100 mM NaCl, while in liver nucleosomes an additional folding of the linker portion of the DNA was observed within the range of 20-40 mM NaCl. Oligonucleosomes from ascitic chromatin are less inclined to association upon increasing ionic strength, as compared with those from liver chromatin.